
LANDSCAPE DESIGN I - Syllabus

Course Overview

Landscape design is a problem-solving discipline with intellectual products that resolve 
a multitude of site conditions, uses, and goals for clients. While in general this technical 
focus distinguishes design from art, landscape itself is an expressive medium that holds 
meanings, memories, and ideas. And so designers, like visual artists, also use intuitive 
processes to create, especially in the first stages of design. 

The purpose of this first course in landscape design is to develop a deep understanding 
of landscape’s spatial, contextual, and expressive characteristics. Students will come to 
know a place both subjectively and analytically by observing in detail and responding 
through art.  The resulting inventory becomes a foundation for imagining new 
possibilities. A final product, the conceptual design, organizes these possibilities into a 
preliminary vision. Students will learn and apply basic patterning conventions to 
integrate their ideas into a cohesive whole.

* Lesson One - What Makes a Great Place?

- Introductions, course overview, 

- Mini-lecture: Patterning, defined spaces, site specific/unique, legibility, mystery, 
balance, human-ly accommodating

- Mini field trip to see and discuss local examples of great places, noting: scale, spatial 
quality, spatial definition, public/private aspects, cultural meanings. Take notes and 
sketch. 

- Examples of landscape memoir:  an excerpt from ‘Prairy Erth’,  The Attic collage

- Introduce possible sites and clients.  Visit sites.

- Site model example

- Homework:  Describe a remembered favorite personal ‘great place’  - words and/or 
illustration. No photography. 

- Handouts:  Course Outline, Syllabus, site location map, client + program descriptions, 
instructions for site model base map, reading recommendations

* Lesson Two - Know Your Site

- Students share favorite places and important characteristics

- Begin base model construction

- Lecture - Site Analysis: Genius Loci

- Homework : 1) Begin documenting your site - any and all media allowed, but minimize 
photography.  2) Create a wish list and goals for your site.

- Handouts: refer to Course Outline



* Lesson Three - Know Your Site, Part 2

- Students share site analyses

- Finish base models

- Lecture + pin-up - Site Impression examples

- Homework- continue site analysis

* Lesson Four - Know Your Site - Part 3

- Site Impression piece + pin-up

- Lecture - Art Intervention

- Begin designing an intervention for your site

- Homework

 1) Continue site analysis

 2) Complete Art Intervention design for your site. Install if possible and document.

* Lesson Five - Know Your Site, Part 4

- Present/report on site interventions

- Handout - Site Inventory example - Constraints and Opportunities

- Lecture - Space

- Homework

-  Complete site analysis and compile Constraints and Opportunities list.

* Lesson Six - Space

- Discovering spaces: Field trip to designed place + exercise

- Discussion

- Homework:  Identify existing and potential spaces in/at/for your site



* Lesson Seven - Organizing Principles

- Massing exercise - model existing volumes of site (ceilings, walls, floors)

- Lecture: Parti w examples - abstraction of underlying organizing principles: spatial, 
temporal, hybrids e.g. ecotone, sliding planes etc

- Develop a parti for your site, relying on site and spatial knowledge - illustration or 
sketch model

- Homework: Finish parti

* Lesson Eight - Visioning

- Parti pin-up

- Create a preliminary design solution for your site, fleshing out parti with wish lists and 
spatial elements and principles   Build on your base model

- Homework: Work on your preliminary design

* Lesson Nine -  Work Session

- In class work on design

- Homework - complete your preliminary design

* Lesson Ten - Review with guest critics

- Final Pinup

- preview of next course


